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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose an abstract model of rewriting� based on a functional view of
terms� abstractly considered as contexts that can be applied to other contexts yelding new
ones� Some basic operations on contexts are de
ned� and their properties pointed out�
that allow us to reformulate the de
nition of the main concepts involved in rewriting and
to prove Knuth�Bendix theorem� The notion of occurrence� essential in the traditional
approach to term rewriting� is treated implicitely via the properties ruling the behaviour
of contexts� The key operation allowing a proper treatment of the notion of occurrence is
a composition of two contexts that� under particular conditions� yelds a context that can
be parallely applied to terms�
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� Introduction

Reduction is a general concept informing dierent areas of computer science� such as
symbolic computation and term rewriting systems� abstract data type speci
cations� func�
tional programming languages and concurrency� The abstract concept of reduction aects
dierent objects� terms ���� combinators and ��terms ���� proofs ����� graphs ���� polyno�
mials ����

In ��� the concept of Abstract Reduction System is proposed� that� abstracting from the
particular objects to which reduction apply� presents a unifying treatment of reduction�
where some important concepts� such as con�uence� noetherianity� normal form can be
assessed� The importance of con�uence� for instance� can be captured at this level� in a
con�uent system� reduction steps can be eected deterministically� i�e� once a particular
rule is chosen for application� there will never be any need to backtrack and reconsider
the choice� in order to obtain a normal form �if any exists�� If a system is con�uent and
has the noetherian property� ensuring that every sequence of reductions terminates� then
the reduction system can be used to determine a decision procedure for the corresponding
equational theory� since every element has its unique normal form�

A particular important class of reduction systems is that of Term Rewriting Systems
�TRS�� where reduction is driven by a set of oriented equations on 
rst order terms� In
this framework other important concepts can be de
ned and their properties studied� For
example� the Knuth�Bendix procedure ��� can be applied to a TRS and� upon success� yelds
out a con�ent and noetherian TRS� which is equivalent to the 
rst one� The procedure
can also be applied to a 
rst order equational theory E� in order to obtain a system of
oriented equations �rewriting rules�� inducing the same equivalence relation modelled by
E� This computational� dynamic view of the calculus has been used and modi
ed in order
to satisfy dierent requirements depending on the application area� for instance� in ��� and
���� an extension of the procedure is presented that allows one to handle terms modulo
an equational theory�

In this work an abstract model of rewriting is proposed� that is halfway between the
classical notion of term rewriting systems and abstract reduction systems� We give an
axiomatic speci
cation of rewriting� where some basic relations and operations on objects
are identi
ed� that allow the de
nition of key concepts of rewriting and the proof of
general results� such as Knuth�Bendix theorem�

The model is based on a functional view of terms� abstractly considered as contexts
that can be applied to other contexts yelding new ones� Dierently from ���� contexts are
allowed to have multiple empty places� Some basic operations on contexts are de
ned�
and their properties pointed out� that allow us to reformulate the de
nition of the main
concepts involved in rewriting and to prove the reduction of local con�uence to con�uence
of critical pairs�

The traditional approach to term rewriting is based on the notions of substitution�
as a sort of external tool �like an action� of a monoid S �substitutions set�� and occur�
rence� needed in order to extract subterms from a term� In the model proposed here�
substitutions still come from an external monoid taking eects on the set of elements
�contexts�� The notion of occurrence� however� is treated implicitely via the properties
ruling the behaviour of contexts� The key operation allowing to properly treat the notion
of occurrence is the composition of two contexts� that� under particular conditions� yelds
a new context that can be parallely applied to terms�
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Reduction is similarly formalized in an abstract framework� in which the set of sub�
stitutions is a monoid acting on the set of elements �contexts�� This corresponds to the
external approach to reduction� but for the fact that no explicit reference to the notion
of occurrence is needed� occurrences are in fact hidden in the notion of context�

The intuition behind our work is the following� Given a signature � and a family
of variables X for �� a 
rst order ��context is a map T��X� � T��X�� ��terms t are
considered as �constant maps�� i�e� such that ts � t for all s� Higher order contexts can
be formed by the intersection of two contexts� they have contexts as values and� intuitively�
correspond to contexts with multiple �holes� �or �empty places�� that are 
lled in step by
step by repeated application� A formal de
nition of these notions in the case of concrete
contexts will be given in Section �� till then� we informally speak of �holes� and �
lling
in�� relying on intuition�

Higher order contexts have some resemblance with the curried version of multiple
argument functions on terms� However� the operation of 
lling in a hole in a context is
not function application in general� In fact� it corresponds to function application only
when the operator is a 
rst order function and the operand an object� But� if the operator
f is a higher order function� the �order� of its arguments is not explicit� due to the fact
that holes are not named� If the argument g is itself a function� then the result may
look somewhat like a brute force �prenex form� of the application fg� that would not� in
general� be equivalent to fg�

In the next section the abstract concept of algebra of contexts is de
ned� and the
fundamental properties of the operations are stated� In Section � the notions of rewrite
rule and substituition are introduced� the set of substitutions is a monoid constituting an
action on the algebra of contexts� The main concepts of term rewriting are restated and
the axioms ruling contexts and substitutions are used to prove Knuth�Bendix theorem�
In Section � we de
ne the concrete algebra of contexts� where the contexts are ��terms
built up from a signature� a set of variables and a distinghished constant �the �hole���
The two main operations on contexts are de
ned and it is shown that the structure so
obtained is an algebra of contexts� Section � brie�y considers those particular cases of
context intersection that yeld contexts� as results� constituting the structure where parallel
reduction can be embedded� the operations on contexts and their properties allow one to
identify such contexts and study their features� Section � concludes this work�

� The algebra of contexts

An algebra of contexts is built on the basis of a set M� that intends to model the set of
all contexts on a given signature� We use the letters f� g� h� possibly with subscripts� to
denote elements of M� The basic operations on contexts are � and �� both binary� that
are written in in
x notation� The intuition behind them is the following�

� f�g is the context that is obtained by 
lling in the �
rst� hole in f with g� in the
case where g is a term �i�e� a constant context�� then f�g roughly corresponds to
the application of f to g�

� f�g is the intersection of f and g� i�e� the common structure of f and g� If f and
g are the result of 
lling in dierent� non overlapping holes in a common structure�
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then f�g is exactly that common structure� otherwise� the structure has holes where
f and g do not match�

According to this reading of the operations� f � g�h means that h is a �subcontext� of
f �the word �subcontext� is used in the same sense of �subterm���

De�nition ��� An algebra of contexts A is a tuple hM� �����i� where M is a set� � is
a distinguished element in M� and � and � are binary operations on M� We make use
of the following notions	

� An element f of M such that	

for all g � M� f�g � f

is called a term� If f is not a term� it is called an open context�

� If f� g � M and there exists h � M such that f�h � g� then we say that f is less
de
ned than g and write f � g�

The operations in A satisfy the following laws	

unity For all f � M� ��f � f � f��


canc �Cancellation� For all f� g� h � M� if f is an open context and f�g � f�h� then
g � h�

r�ass �Restricted associativity of �� For all f� g� h � M� if g�h �� g� then

�f�g��h � f��g�h�

terms For all f� g� h� h� � M� if f is not a term� h is a term and f�g � �f�h��h�� then	

� g � h� and

� either h� � � or f�g is a term�

��mon For all f� g � M� f�g � f �

��comm �Commutativity of �� For all f� g � M� f�g � g�f �

��nest �Intersection of nested holes� For all f� g � M� if f � g� then f�g � f �

��par �Intersection of parallel holes� For all open contexts f�� f� � M� if neither f� � f�
nor f� � f�� then

� either for all g�� g� � M such that f��g� � f��g�� �f��f���g� � f��

� or for all g�� g� � M such that f��g� � f��g�� �f��f���g� � f��

Note that we cannot correctly de
ne an inverse operation of �� e�g� by� f � g � h i
f � h�g� in fact it may be the case that f � h��g and f � h��g with h� �� h�� The
operation that may produce higher order contexts is ��

In the following� we call two elements f� and f� disjoint i f� �� f� and f� �� f��
Moreover� by �open context� we mean an element of M that is not a term�

If f� and f� are disjoint open contexts� then f��f� intuitively represents a context
where two �holes� can be 
lled in in parallel� The condition 	�par is a minimal require�
ment for this and its disjunctive form is due to the fact that� being �holes� not named�
one cannot say whether the 
rst hole to be 
lled in� in f��f�� corresponds to f��s or f��s
one�
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� Reduction systems

In order to obtain a term rewriting system� contexts must be supplied with a set of
reduction rules R and a set of substitutions� Therefore� a reduction system is a triple
hC�R� Si� where�

� C is an algebra of contexts�

� R is a set of pairs h�i� �ii where �i� �i are terms of the algebra C

� S � hS� id� �i is a monoid�

The elements of S will be denoted by �� ��� possibly with subscripts�
Given a monoid M � �M� �� ��� the action � of M over a set X is de
ned as the fuction

� � M 	 X � X such that for each m�n � M and x � X it results ���� x� � x and
��m� ��n� x�� � ��m � n� x��

In the following� if � is the action of S on M� we shall abbreviate ���� f� by �f �
We now overview the reformulation of the basic notions of rewriting� assuming that

C � hM� �����i is an algebra of contexts and hC�R� Si is a reduction system�

De�nition 
�� �Reduction� If f� g � M and r � h�� �i � R� we say that f reduces to
g via h�� �i� and write f �r g� if there exists h � M and � � S such that	

� h is an open context�

� f � h������ and

� g � h������

If f �r g for some r � R� we say that f reduces to g and write f �R g�
The reexive and transitive closure of �R will be denoted by ��

R �

The existence of the left unity� �� ensures that ���h���i ���

De�nition 
�� �Local Conuence� The relation �R is locally conuent i� for every
f� g� g� � M� if f �R g and f �R g� then there exists h � M such that g ��

R h and
g� ��

R h�

De�nition 
�
 �Compatibility� The relation �R is compatible i� for all f� g� h �M 	

if f �R g� then h�f �R h�g and f�h �R g�h

De�nition 
�� �Critical pair� Let h��� ��i and h��� ��i be two pairs in R� If there
exists f � M and ��� �� � S such that

f������� � ����

then
hf�������� ����i

is a critical pair�
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The following result is the abstract counterpart of Knuth�Bendix theorem�

Theorem 
�� If the relation �R is stable and compatible then �R is locally conuent
i� for all critical pairs hg� hi there exists f �M such that � ��

R f and � ��
R f

Proof� Let us assume that �R is con�uent and that hf�������� ����i is a critical pair� with
h�i� �ii � R �i � �� ��� hence that f������� � ����	 Then

f������� �R f�������

and
f������� � ���� �R ������

The convergence of the critical pair then follows immediately from the con�uence of �R 	
In order to prove the converse� let us assume that all critical pairs converge and that for

some f� g�� g� � M� f �R g� and f �R g�	 This means that there are h��� ��i� h��� ��i � R

and open contexts f�� f� such that


f � f�������� �R g� � f��������

f � f�������� �R g� � f��������

We distinguish three cases	

�	 f� � f�� i	e	 for some h � M� f��h � f�	 Then


f � f�������� � f�������� � �f��h��������

�a� If h is a term� then� by terms

������ � h

therefore
f � �f����������������

Since� by compatibility�

f �h�����i �f����������������

then g� � �f����������������	 Anagously� since

f �h�����i �f����������������

then g� � �f����������������	 Con�uence follows therefore from


�f���������������� �R �f����������������

and
�f���������������� �R �f����������������

�b� If h is not a term� then� by r�ass�

f�������� � f���h��������

Hence
h����� h�������i

is a critial pair� that� by hypothesis� converges to a term f �	 Therefore g� �
f�������� and g� � f�������� � f���h�������� converge to f �	
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�	 The case where f� � f� is treated symmetrically	

�	 It is neither the case that f� � f� nor f� � f�	 Then� by �par� either �f�f��������� �
f� or �f�f��������� � f�	

In the �rst case� f � f�������� � ��f�f��������������� ���	 Since

��f�f��������������� ����h�����i ��f�f��������������� ���

then g� � ��f�f��������������� ���	 Anagously� since

��f�f��������������� ����h�����i ��f�f��������������� ���

then g� � ��f�f��������������� ���	 Con�uence follows therefore from


g� �h�����i ��f�f��������������� ���

and
g� �h�����i ��f�f��������������� ���

The case where �f�f��������� � f� is symmetric	

� The algebra of term contexts

In this section we de
ne the notion of term context� as a term over a signature with a
distinguished element� �� that represents the �hole�� We de
ne the operations � and �
on terms and show that they satisfy the axioms characterizing algebras of contexts�

Let � be a signature� X a denumerable set of variable and � a distinguished symbol�
that is treated as a ��ary symbol� The carrier set M of the algebra is the set T��f�g�X��
i�e� the � 
 f�g�terms over the set of variables X�

The operation f�g is the substitution of g for the 
rst � in f that can be found in a
depth 
rst search in the tree structure of f � It is de
ned inductively as follows�

� ��t � t�� � t

� c�t � c if c is a constant symbol in �

� x�t � x for each variable x � X

� f�t�� ���� tn��t � f�t�� ���� �ti�t�� ���� tn� if �j 	 i� tj�t � tj and either ti�t �� ti or
i � n�

Note that terms� i�e� elements t such that t�t� � t for all t�� are exactly those contexts
where � does not occur�

The operation � is the intersection of contexts� i�e� the most de
ned common structure
of its arguments�

� ��t � t�� � � for all t � M�

� if t� t� are either constants in � or variables in X� then t�t� �

�
t if t � t�

� otherwise
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� f�t�� ���� tn��t � � if the main symbol of t is not f �

� f�t�� ���� tn��f�s�� ���sn� � f�t��s�� ���� tn�sn��

Theorem ��� The algebra of term contexts hM� �����i is an algebra of contexts�

Proof� In order to prove this statement� it must be shown that the operations � and  de�ned
in this section satisfy the conditions stated in de�nition �	�	 We show here the treatement of
some axioms	

canc Let t�s � t�s� and t an open context	 We prove that s � s� by induction on t	

� if t � �� the proof is straightforward	

� if t � f�u�� � � � � un�� then

t�s � f�u�� � � � � ui�s� � � � � un� � f�u�� � � � � ui�s
�� � � � � un� � t�s�

Therefore ui�s � ui�s
� and s � s� follows by the inductive hypothesis	

r�ass Let us assume that t�� t�� t� � M and t��t� �� t�� i	e	 � does occur in t�	 We prove
�t��t���t� � t���t��t�� by induction on t�


� if t� is either a constant in � or a variable in X � then �t��t���t� � t��t� � t� �
t���t��t��	

� If t� � �� then �t��t���t� � t��t� � t���t��t��	

� Let t� � f�s�� � � � � sn�	 Then


�t��t���t� � f�s�� � � � � �si�t��� � � �sn��t� for some i� such that
� does not occur in
s�� � � �si��

� f�s�� � � � � ��si�t���t��� � � �sn� because � does not occur
in s�� � � �si�� and it oc�
curs in t�

� f�s�� � � � � �si��t��t���� � � �sn� by induction hypothesis
� f�s�� � � � � sn���t��t��
� t���t��t��

terms Let us assume that t� t�� s� s� � M� t is not a term� s is a term and t�t� � �t�s��s�	 We
prove that t� � s� and either s� � � or t�t� is a term� by induction on t	

� t � �� then t�t� � t� and �t�s��s� � s�s� � s� because s is a term� so t� � s	
Furthermore� t�t� � t� � s is a term	

� t � f�s�� � � � � si� � � � � sn�� where s�� � � � � si�� are terms and si is not a term	 Then
t�t� � f�s�� � � � � �si�t

��� � � � � sn� and �t�s��s� � f�s�� � � � � �si�s�� � � � � sn��s
�	 We

consider two cases


� �t�s��s� � f�s�� � � � � �si�s��s�� � � � � sn�� so that si�t� � �si�s��s�	 By induc�
tion hypothesis� t� � s and either s� � � or si�t

� is a term	 In the latter case�
t�t� is a term� too	

� �t�s��s� � f�s�� � � � � �si�s�� � � � � �sj�s��� � � � � sn�� where sj is an open context
�otherwise the previous case applies�	 In that case� si�t

� � si�s� so� by cancel�
lation� t� � s� and sj � sj�s�� since sj is not a term� s� � �	
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�nest Let us assume t � s� i	e	 t�t� � s for some t� � M	 If t � s� then ts � t follows
immediately from the de�nition of 	 If t �� s� then t is not a term	 If t � �� then
�s � �	 Otherwise� t � f�s�� � � � � sn� and s � t�t� � f�s�� � � � � si�t�� � � � � sn�� hence�
ts � f�s�� � � � � si�si�t

��� � � � � sn�	 By the inductive hypothesis� si�si�t
�� � si� so that

ts � t	

��par Let us assume that t�� t�� s�� s� � M� t� �� t�� t� �� t�	 We observe beforehand that the
fact that t� and t� are disjoint implies that t� �� t�� t� �� � and t� �� �	 The proof is then
by induction on t�	

� If t� is either a variable or a constant� and t��s� � t��s�� then either t� � t�� or
t� � � and s� � t�� contradicting t� �� t�	 So this case is not possible	

� Let t� � f�u�� � � � � un� and t��s� � f�u�� � � � � ui�s�� � � � � un�	 Since t��s� � t��s�
and t� �� �� t� must have the same overall structure of t�� and three cases can be
distinguished


� t��s� � f�u�� � � � � ui�s�� � � � � vj�s�� � � � � un� with i �� j and vj�s� � uj 	 There�
fore


t�t� � f�u�� � � � � ui�ui�s��� � � � � �vj�s��vj � � � � � un�
� f�u�� � � � � ui� � � � � vj� � � � � un�

It is appearent� then� that for all s� s� such that t��s � t��s
�� �t�t���s

� � t�	

� The case where t��s� � f�u�� � � � � ui�s�� � � � � uj�s�� � � � � un� is symmetric� yeld�
ing the �rst disjunct in �par assertion	

� If t� � f�u�� � � � � vi� � � � � un� and t��s� � f�u�� � � � � vi�s�� � � � � un�� with vi�s� �
ui�s�� then vi and ui are disjoint open contexts� otherwise t� and t� would not
be such� so� the inductive hypothesis can be applied to vi and ui


� either for all s� s� � M such that vi�s � ui�s�� �viui��s� � ui�

� or for all s� s� � M such that vi�s � ui�s
�� �viui��s � vi

In the �rst case� if t��s � t��s
�


�t�t��s
� � f�u�� � � � � �viui��s

�� � � � � un�
� f�u�� � � � � ui� � � � � un� � t�

In the second case� symmetrically� we obtain �t�t��s � t�	

� Disjoint contexts and parallel rewriting

The machinery introduced with the algebra of contexts allows the study of some general
properties of terms and contexts� For example� the following result shows that� if two
disjoint open contexts f� and f� match� then the matching is unique�

Theorem ��� For all f�� f� � M� if f� and f� are disjoint open contexts and there exist
g�� g� � M such that f��g� � f��g�� then g� and g� are unique�

Proof� If f� �� f�� f� �� f�� f��g� � f��g� and f��g�� � f��g��� then� by �par� either


� �f�f���g� � f� and �f�f���g�� � f�� or
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� �f�f���g�� � f� and �f�f���g�� � f�

In the �rst case� by �mon and canc� g� � g��� therefore f��g
�
� � f��g

�
� � f��g� � f��g�� by

cancellation again� g�� � g�	 The second case is symmetric	

As already noticed� the application of � to disjoint open contexts f� and f� produces
a context where two holes can be 
lled in in parallel� The order in which the two holes
will be 
lled in is somehow undetermined a priori� Therefore� when f� and f� are disjoint
open contexts� we might consider the operation

�f��f���g�� g��

that� when g� and g� are terms� intuitively represents the result of 
lling in two holes
in parallel� An interesting direction for future research is the identi
cation of relevant
properties of this operation�

� Conclusions

In this work we have presented an abstract view of rewriting systems� based on the
concept of algebra of contexts� Some basic properties of the operations on contexts have
been stated� and the provability of Knuth�Bendix theorem has been checked�

Although the leading intuition behind our work is term rewriting� the abstract notion
of algebra of contexts should apply� in principle� to any strucure where reduction amounts
to replacement of subparts� Of course� each case requires a through analysis� Future work
will address the possibility to exploit� and possibly enrich the structure presented here in
order to 
t dierent models�

A dierent question arise with polynomial reduction� The classical rewriting procedure
presents in fact a strict syntactical analogy with Buchberger algorithm ���� that is an
eective method to compute standard basis for an ideal in a poynomial ring� It can also
be seen as a common model of reduction in dierent algebraic structures� In ���� the
deep structural analogy between the two approaches is recognized and highlighted� On
the other hand� ��� describes a procedure for standard basis computation� that is not
based on the classical Buchberger�s algorithm� rather� reduction is presented in terms of
reduction modulo equivalence classes� The algorithm is viewed as a speci
cation of the
extended Knuth�Bendix procedure� where the structure of terms is seen as more general
than that of polynomials�

Future research will investigate the possibility of viewing polynomial reduction in
the framework of the abstract algebra of contexts� with the aim of achivieng a better
understanding of the dierences and analogies between term and polynomial reduction�
A direct embedding of polynomials into a structure of contexts� where the two operations
on contexts are de
ned on the basis of the natural operations on polynomials� is not
straightforward� In fact� one would be immediately led to read � as adddition� In that
case� however� we are brought to conclude that for all polinomial p� and p�� p� � p��
Therefore� in any way � is interpreted� we should have that for all p� and p�� p��p� �
p�� but also p��p� � p�� by commutativity of �� Obviously� the operations could be
interpreted syntactically� considering some normal form of polynomials and viewing it as
a �maybe �at� term� but this is not what is looked for�

A further topic that deserves further development is the issue sketched in Section ��
i�e� the characterization of parallel�rewriting structures in the algebra of contexts�
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